Growing Up Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 4)
10x60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Bow After Lockup
Bow Wow’s arrest blows up in the tabloids and causes an uproar with Da Brat. R. Kelly’s arrest
ignites a buzzing child support battle with ex-wife Drea Kelly. Waka Flocka and wife Tammy
Rivera put their wedding renewal vows to the ultimate test.

2. Sex, Lies and Surveillance Tape
Bow faces tough love about his arrest and a dark cloud threatens to send him back to jail.
Tammy’s heart-to-heart with Drea Kelly sparks a revelation about her marriage to Waka. Deb’s
godson Brandon returns, but bad blood isn’t reconciled so easily.

3. Sex With You
A surprise visit from Angela Simmons rocks Bow’s world! Tammy’s insecurities threaten her first
sexy music video. Ayana and Brandon face off and Waka questions Brandon’s motives. Eazy-E’s
daughter seeks guidance from Deb and Brat.

4. R. Kelly Chaos
Breaking news regarding R. Kelly’s child support battle explodes into chaos. Deb and Brat clash
over Drea Kelly. Ayana raises suspicions about Brandon firefighting; Bow and Brandon face off.
ReeMarkable’s performance backfires.

5. So So Triggered
JD’s throws a star-studded skate party including Usher and T-Boz. Snoop dishes out tough love
on Bow. Brat blows up on LisaRaye when bankruptcy pushes her to a breaking point. Waka warns
Deb that Brandon needs to steer clear of the family or… else.

6. Firestorm
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Bow enters dangerous territory when he meets a fiery new woman. ReeMarkable blows off her
boyfriend and suffers the pay back. Deb has a family dinner to confront Brandon about a big fat lie.
Waka reaches his boiling point and goes in for the kill.

7. It’s Getting Hot In Herre
Brandon’s lies are exposed and brings Brandon and Waka nearly to blows. Warning signs arise
when Corri marks her territory with Bow. Brat questions ReeMarkable’s intentions. Bow disses
Drea Kelly right to her face.

8. No Ree-Grets
Tammy goes ballistic when she catches Waka in a lie. Bow is blindsided when he learns of Corri’s
dangerous past. ReeMarkable disrespects Deb and Da Brat and battle lines are drawn.

9. Dangerous Liaisons
After putting Corri on ice, Bow makes a bold move and invites his ex, Angela Simmons to
Shaniah’s 21st birthday bash. Corri keeps tabs on Bow’s moves. Tension between Da Brat and
Drea Kelly escalates. Waka enters the lion’s den with Tammy.

10. Smash Hit
Brandon returns and makes a shocking confession. Deb and Brat explode after giving
ReeMarkable one last chance. All hell breaks loose when Corri shows up on a rampage against
Bow. Tammy’s big, NYC show goes off the rails.
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